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I cant really stress the importance of a good soundtrack enough. This
track plays a huge role in the gameplay, and is definitely one of my all-
time favorites. There is an incredibly human side to this game and this
track puts it all together in a way which I never thought possible. The

music is also used in the game, and even plays during the all
important rescue mission. Its incredible, in my mind, and I know it is a

great game, but I can always see the greatness in an even greater
game. An incredible game, fantastic soundtrack, but a little on the

short side, and where can we go from here? If an individual piece of
music helps you get into the mood to play or play again, then this

track has done its job. The music is good for each section, but
occasionally feels a little flat or repetitive. On the whole though, this is
a fantastic soundtrack and will serve you well as you play. I wanted to

give one of my favourites a place of honour here, and the 2 Hours
soundtrack manages to do this very well. It is a huge album, with

some great tracks, and you can easily get into the tracks from start to
finish. If you can find one of these, get it. The Journey to 2 Hands
soundtrack is not the biggest playlist ever. However, its a great

collection of tracks that defy time, bringing you on a journey through a
vast landscape full of folklore, legends, and ancient rituals. There are

no cutscenes, no major conflicts, just an immersive collection of tracks
that will make you feel like you are trapped in a more-or-less non-

linear world. As much as I love Itd X Soundtrack, I think the soundtrack
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to Undertale is superior. Here are some reasons why: One: Its shorter
and more focussed, and therefore better paced for the game and the

player. Two: Of the tracks here, Gotta Catch 'Em All is my favorite.
Three: The composition of this soundtrack is better than the one by Itd

X. Four: It has a vocoder which, while not used that often in video
games, could really have been implemented better in Undertales

soundtrack.
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